The solution is given to a system of two pairs of dual integral equations with constant coefficients involving trigonometric kernels. The method is analogous to that applied to Bessel function kernels and involves reduction to a single WienerHopf equation for which a solution is available. The example of an indenter moving with friction present is worked out by this method and also by means of equivalent reduction of the system of equations to a singular integral equation.
Abstract.
The solution is given to a system of two pairs of dual integral equations with constant coefficients involving trigonometric kernels. The method is analogous to that applied to Bessel function kernels and involves reduction to a single WienerHopf equation for which a solution is available. The example of an indenter moving with friction present is worked out by this method and also by means of equivalent reduction of the system of equations to a singular integral equation. where hj(x), s,(x) (i = 1, 2) are known functions and a, , b, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are known coefficients. If a, and b, (i = 1, 3) are assumed to be non-zero or if the system defined by (1) can be so transformed that the latter condition is satisfied, then the above system is analogous to one with Bessel function kernels [1] , and the same method applies. The number of constants in (1.1) can be reduced without loss of generality by dividing the equations respectively by a, , a:! , and b3 or a2 , a4 , b2 and b4 , and redefining the functions h,(x) and s,-(j) accordingly. However, inasmuch as some of the above constants may be zero, and in the interest of comparing the analysis of the present work with [1] , the authors prefer to maintain the constants as in (1.1).
Solutions /(0 and g(t) are sought belonging to the class L'(-00, co). To this end the system (1.1) is reduced to the single integral equation of the; Wiener-Hopf type
Jo Jo where k(t) = sin t/irt, c(t) is a known function expressed in terms of hi(x) and Si(x) (i = 1, 2) in (1.1) and Pi , p2 are known constants. The system (1.1) is suitably transformed so that Pi = 0, for which case Spence [2] gives a solution for c(t) of a particular form and for real coefficients; in [1] the solution has been modified for complex coefficients. Hence, by using the known solution of (1.2) with Pi = 0, the system of coupled pairs of equations (1.1) is resolved.
Application.
The solution obtained in this paper is applicable to a number of problems arising from elasticity. Recently, there have been several solutions to problems involving the steady motion of indenters developed by means of the complex variable technique by Craggs and Roberts [3] and Roberts [4] , [5] . The solution techniques presented herein give a slightly different approach which may be more useful when more difficult problems, such as those involving layered media, are considered. The authors note that others have solved related problems by use of Fourier transforms to reduce the physical problem to a singular integral equation. Brilla [6] has solved adhesion problems for anisotropic halfplanes and Alblas and Kuipers [7] , [8] , [9] , and [10] have solved several problems for the identation of elastic layers. Iveer and Freedman [11] have used a method similar to that presented here to determine static compliances for a rigid strip bonded to an elastic layer.
The particular case of a rough identor in steady motion with velocity c (c < velocity of Rayleigh waves) on an elastic halfspace is solved in detail. The boundary-value problem may be formulated in terms of a pair of simultaneous dual integral equations of the form given by (1) with = b2 = d, a2 = -bl = p,ai = b3 = 0 and h2(x) = s2(x) = 0, where hi(x) and Si(x) are appropriate for a cylindrical and a wedge punch, which are the two specific geometries studied. By use of (1.2) the problem is solved and appropriate physical quantities calculated. It is shown that in the special case c = 0 the wedge solution reduces to that given by Mushkhelishvili [13] .
By writing f(t) and g{t) in the form
it is also easy to show that the system of coupled pairs of dual integral equations may be written in the form of the singular integral equation given below:
The integral equation ( The problem solved by Spence for Bessel function kernels is also reduced to a singular integral equation by an alternate procedure. An appropriate selection of integral transforms in a form similar to (1.3) is found to reduce his coupled pairs of dual integral equations to the form of (1.4) with p and d appropriately defined.
The Wiener-Hopf equation.
Formal differentiation of (1.1a) and (1.1c), which can be shown to be justified, leads at once to the following sine and consine transform equations:
and
where F,(p), Fc{p), G.(p) and Gc(p) denote the Fourier sine and cosine transforms of the function /(<) and g{t). Inversion of (2.1) and (2.2) followed by interchange of orders of integration (which can be proved to be justified) leads to Eq. (2.3) below for t > 0. The only difficulty in this process arises from the integrals of the form /0° cos ut du g(x) cos ru dx which can be reduced to the Fourier single-integral formula upon treatment of the integral as limx_>CD /0X cos ut du /0" g(x) cos xu du. Hence, if it is assumed that g(x) is continuous and satisfies the condition g £ /-'(-00 , 00) and that g{x) is of bounded variation [12] , the result below is immediate:
where Hi(t) = [ W(p) sin pt dp) H2(t) = f h2(p) cos pt dp,
Di(t) = / s/ip) cos pt dp; D2{t) = / s2(p) am pt dp. 
where An equation of the type (2.5) has been solved by Spence [2] for the case /3, = 0, 02 and co real coefficients. In the next section it will be shown how the system (1.1) can be transformed so that 0! = 0.
3. The equivalent system. Define two functions \pi(f) and \f/2(t) as follows:
where 8 is a parameter to be determined. By means of (3.1) system (1.1) is transformed into the equivalent system
Jo where A1 -a, ' dd2 , A2 -d2 , A3 -a3 5a4 , A4 -ci4 j Bi = b\ 5&2 , B2 == b2 , -83 = 63 -564 , B4 = 64 .
(3.3)
In view of its similarity to the system (1.1), the system (3.2) would obviously reduce to a AViener-Hopf integral equation C" = a^b^i -alazb2b3 -a^b^s + .
The parameter 8 is generally complex. Hence the coefficients , B, (i = 1 -4) as well as and co' become complex.
Solution.
There always exists a solution to (3.8); therefore the transformation (3.1) always succeeds in producing an equivalent system for which 0/ = 0. In [1] Spence's results for the Wiener-Hopf equation with complex coefficients were quoted; we use those results in this paper. Let \p2(t) = 0 for t < 0; then (3.4) can be extended over -ro < x < as follows: The solution of the system (3.2) consists in solving (4.1) for \p2{x) and e(x) and using (4.3) to find ipi(x). The functions /(<) and y(t) can then be determined from (3.1).
Let C{t) be of the form cm -p(|>(0 + q(£) m The functions R(w) and S(w) in (4.8) and (4.9) are polynomials. The method of constructing them from P( -iw) and Q( -iw) is described by Spence. In the case of the second-degree polynomials 5. Punch in steady motion. Let a punch be in steady motion on an elastic halfspace y < 0, -< x < co; where the ^-coordinate is relative to the center of the region of contact which moves with a velocity c. It is assumed that the normal contact stress is always compressive and that there is friction between the punch and the halfspace on y -0. The boundary conditions are: <^./V = (!) J F sin d£, (5.10) where in (5.7)-(5.10) it is assumed that the boundary conditions can be written as even and odd functions. If this is not the case, then the same results can be developed directly from the exponential transforms as in Brilla [6] , Two types of indentors are considered, a cylindrical and a wedge punch; thus the boundary conditions will enter into (5.3) as l(x) = -v0 + (5 -x)2/2R (cylindrical punch), (5.11) l(x) = -a + ax (wedge punch). (5.12)
In the next section we will look into these specific examples. where the change of variable has been made so that the point x = 1 corresponds to x = b in the physical situation. The coefficients d and p and the functions hx(x) and s^x) are defined below:
Comparing Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) with the system (1.1) shows that in the former case the coefficient b3 = 0, which was not allowed. However, the following transformation removes that difficulty. Let ^ cos 7T(« + «)(f^j (7.5) where m is an integer. Physical considerations permit that the normal stress be singular at £ = -1 but not at £ = +1, thus demanding that m < § + a, or simply that m < 1 (as 0 < a < 5). Moreover, the normal stress (7.5) must be integrable, which requires m > -1. Being an integer, therefore, m can be only zero. Hence the normal stress 
